Following the shootings in Atlanta on March 26 that killed eight people, six of whom were Asian women, NAAAP leaders are committed to action to raise the visibility of Asian Pacific Islanders and stand against racism and xenophobia. Read our statement here.

Say their names:
Daoyou Feng. Xiaojie Tan. Soon Chung Park. Hyun Jung Grant. Suncha Kim. Yong Ae Yue. Delaina Ashley Yaun Gonzalez. Paul Andre Michels. We mourn the devastating losses of eight individuals, including six members of our very own AAPI community, who were shot and killed in Atlanta.

Upcoming Events

Negotiation Workshop - Two part session
April 13 / 7 - 8:30 EST

We often think of negotiation as an intense, single interaction event—put on your power outfit, assert yourself, drive a hard bargain. In reality, we all negotiate every day; from advocating for yourself with the team at work to choosing a restaurant with a friend or partner, we naturally negotiate with those around us. This is great news, because it means that great negotiation skills are within reach. It also means that, with a little training, we’re all poised to negotiate for more value, higher cooperation, and stronger relationships in our workplaces, homes, and schools.

We will cover negotiating difficult conversations, including material on emotional triggers, power dynamics, and persuasion. Throughout this session we will translate material practical application in relevant situations, focusing on how we can bring our best negotiation and advocacy skills to be an effective ally.

Register Here! (This event is capped at 60 people)
April 20 / 8 - 9 PM EST

Farzana Nayani - Raising Multiracial Children

NAAAP's Inclusive Leadership series welcomes Farzana Nayani—Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Specialist—for a discussion of her latest book, *Raising Multiracial Children: Tools for Nurturing Identity in a Racialized World*. She will be joined in conversation by Elizabeth Yang, Board Member and Immediate Past President of NAAAP National.

[Register Here!](https://boston.naaap.org/onepage/email_campaigns/naaap-boston-april-...)
April 21 / 8 - 9:15 PM EST

NAAAP PRIDE will be having a social and discussion group for NAAAP PRIDE (Boston/NYC), intended to be a safe space for peer support, networking, and reflection for AAPI LGBTQ+ professionals monthly! Each meeting will include social activities, updates from leadership, and topic-oriented discussions/breakouts that will vary from month to month.

Register Here!

April 28 / 7 - 8:30 PM EST

Book Club Discussion: Enough About Me By Richard Lui

If there’s one common quality that brings together the hundreds of NAAAP leaders across the world, it’s our common belief in the power of selflessness. Join us in reading NAAAP’s nationwide book club pick in April, which is when we also observe National Volunteer Month, where we will be discussing *Enough About Me: The Unexpected Power of Selflessness* by Richard Lui, a NAAAP100 award winner in 2012. There is no fee for this event, but we’d like you to HELP RICHARD LUI get on the national bestsellers list by ordering this book by March 26! Order at [richardlui.com](http://richardlui.com). Every pre-order comes with a complimentary ticket to watch *Sky Blossom*, an inspiring Academy Award® qualifying documentary on today’s students taking care of family with disabilities across America. All of the author’s net proceeds will be donated to charitable causes promoting selflessness.

Register Here!
May 13 / 2 - 4 PM EST

NAAAP's Self Care and Wellness will host a Bystander Intervention 2.0 (Conflict De-escalation) training by Hollaback, for one hour. This will be followed by NAAAP's Self Care and Wellness team and Hollaback facilitating a discussion of personal reflections on the growing wave of anti-Asian racist incidents and the tools and concepts of the Hollaback training. The event is free to all members of NAAAP and our corporate sponsors.

Register Here!

---

Jobs at Partner Companies

Harvard Pilgrim Health Care

Title: VP Regional Market, New Hampshire
Volunteer with NAAAP Boston

NAAAP Boston is recruiting volunteers!

Do you have a strong skill set and looking for the right opportunity to serve in a mission driven non-profit organization? Are you interested in building your leadership skills and expand your professional network? NAAAP Boston could be the right fit for you! For more information about volunteering, please contact hr@naaapboston.org.

Click here to sign up as a NAAAP volunteer!

Shopping with Amazon!
Support today’s Asian American youth and NAAAP Boston by shopping on Amazon Smile! With every purchase you make, a portion of the proceeds goes to our NAAAP Boston Scholarship Fund, used every year to reward high school seniors with exceptional leadership and high academic achievement.

Make sure to shop at smile.amazon.com/ch/04-3168838 and share this link for everyone to see - your co-workers, friends, family - and tell them how to get amazing deals and generate donations this Prime Day!

#StartWithaSmile #PrimeDay

- Thank You Sponsors! -